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Introduction
As a college student with the best of my
athletic days in the past, I have spent more
time than I ever imagined on the audience
side of the fence. Many years of playing
competitive fast pitch softball gave me a
keen sense to the small details of the game.
For example, nonverbal communication is
included in interactions that occur on the
diamond. Rupnow & Stotlar (1982) found
that coaches integrate nonverbal elements
into the feedback they give to softball
players. Another nonverbal element is the
hitting stance of a batter and the placement
of their feet. To examine whether it is
possible to rely on these nonverbal cues to
predict the direction in which a batter will hit
the ball I show data collected while watching
several University of Alabama softball
games via ESPN – to avoid distractions and
obtain the best view of the batters. This
poster shows the outcomes of my (and a coin
toss) ability to predict the direction a batter
hits the ball.

Methods

Conclusions

Results

To examine whether nonverbal
communication might useful for making
predictions of where a batter will hit the ball I
watched three Alabama softball games on ESPN
live.
As each batter approached the plate, I
observed their nonverbal communication and
made a prediction on where they would hit the
ball. Observations that contributed to my
predictions were feet position, hands location on
the bat (e.g., high or low), location in the batters
box, and global impressions of demeanor.
I made two predictions before the first pitch.
1) course prediction: which side of the field the
batter would hit the ball (left or right field). 2)
fine prediction: which quadrant the batter may
hit to (far left, left center, right center or far right
field). The outcome of the at bat was then
recorded for each batter.
After the games had been watched and all the
data was collected, the comparison between
predictions and outcomes was made. I present
the outcomes for the first game and the total of
three games.

After the end of the three games at bats that
ended in a walk, a strikeout, or a hit batter were
excluded from the data (i.e., these batters did not
hit a ball on the field). Then the number of
predictions/outcomes resulted in 131 batters.
• The results for the course predictions are that
85.49% of the time my prediction was correct
• The results for the fine predictions are that
69.46% of the time my prediction was correct
Watching nonverbal communication (e.g.,
nonverbal leakage) is a useful process and one’s
skill at using this information for predictions
seems to also be able to improve with practice.
To illustrate that the results are not a
circumstance of chance I conducted a coin toss to
make predictions. Two coins were used to make
the fine predictions of the at bats. These random
predictions are shown. The percent of correct
predictions was 21.39% - much lower than my
predictions based on nonverbal communication.
This illustrates the systematic nature of my
predictions (not luck or chance).

I have shown via this data and
illustrations that it is possible to predict
the direction of an upcoming hit based
on a batters non-verbal leakage. In my
case I was able to reach a 69%
accuracy rate. Defensive players who
use these skills might be at a slight
advantage.
Also, the process of making
predictions across three games shows
that it is possible to learn from and
improve at predictions.
In the future, I will research the
number of at bats, on average, per
game that result in an outcome other
than the batter hitting the ball and
examine whether there are ways to
predict this through nonverbal
communication.
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